Using the UMich Law Library Catalog, you can locate a journal article by doing a "title search" for the citation. This will assist you in finding a print copy of the article from within the library. For example, suppose you have found the following citation while reading another journal article: "Hugh J. Ault, Corporate Integration, Tax Treaties and the Division of the International Tax Base: Principles and Practices, 47 Tax L. Rev 565 (1992)." The citation "47 Tax L. Rev 565 (1992)" can lead you to the appropriate journal and the full text of the article.

Navigate to the Catalog by clicking on Catalog tab on the library's homepage.

Select "title" from the dropdown box to search the Catalog by title.

Type "Tax L. Rev" into the search box and click submit.

The Catalog returns the record for "Tax Law Review."
For information on how to locate electronic copies of journals please see the tutorials for Find an Article and HeinOnline.